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1. INTRODUCTION
Let X be a Hausdorff topological vector space with its topological dual
² :X*. The pairing between X and X* is denoted by  ,  . When X is a
 normed space, its norm is denoted by  . Let K be a nonempty convex
subset of X and let f : K X* be a nonlinear operator. The variational
Ž .inequality problem associated with f and K , which is denoted by V f , K ,
consists of finding a point x  K such that0
² :f x , x x , for all x K .Ž .0 0
 This problem was first introduced and studied by Stampacchia 30 in 1964.
Since then a number of papers and monographs have appeared dealing
with the theoretical and algorithmic aspects and with the applications of
Ž  this problem see, e.g., 1, 4, 8, 9, 1113, 1519, 2632 and many
.references given in these . An important part of research focuses on the
existence of solutions to this problem. The most basic result is due to
 Hartman and Stampacchia 13 , which states that if X is a finite dimen-
sional space, K is a nonempty convex and compact subset, and f is a
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continuous operator, then there exists a solution x  K to the variational0
Ž .inequality problem V f , K . When K is not compact, or X is infinite
dimensional, certain monotonicity properties are required. The best exten-
sion of Hartman and Stampacchia’s result to infinite dimensional spaces so
 far is due to Hadjisavvas and Schaible 11 who prove the existence of
solutions to the above problem on a reflexive Banach space under the
condition that f is quasimonotone, hemicontinuous, and K has inner
points, that is, the points which are not properly supported points of K in
 the sense of 14 . Other significant progress in weakening monotonicity is
     made by Karamardian 16 , Cottle and Yao 4 , Harker and Pang 12 , and
 Yao 32 , who assume f to be a pseudomonotone operator in a reflexive
Banach space. Since quasimonotone operators need not be pseudomono-
 tone, the results of 4, 11 do not imply each other. The purpose of the
present paper is to establish a general existence criterion for variational
inequalities in a topological vector space involving densely pseudomono-
tone operators. This general criterion subsumes many existence results of
the above mentioned works. We also furnish new kinds of existence
conditions by using recession directions.
The paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we introduce the concept of positive points and establish a
relationship between positive points and inner points.
In Section 3 we show that at positive points a hemicontinuous operator
is quasimonotone if and only if it is pseudomonotone.
In Section 4 we prove a general existence theorem for densely pseu-
domonotone variational inequalities in a Hausdorff topological vector
space and derive several useful consequences.
In Section 5 new existence conditions expressed in terms of recession
directions for variational inequalities with unbounded sets are studied.
In Section 6 an application is made to derive a coincidence theorem, a
strengthening of the BrowerMinty theorem.
In the last section another application is presented, namely an existence
result for critical solutions of quasiconvex optimization problems is de-
rived.
2. POSITIVE POINTS
Let X be a Hausdorff topological vector space and X* its topological
dual. Let K be a nonempty convex subset of X. We set
 ² : 4K   X* :  , x y  0 for all x , y K
and call it the orthogonal complement of K.
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DEFINITION 2.1. Let f be an operator from K to X*. We say that
x  K is a positive point of f on K if for every x K one has either0
Ž .  ² Ž . :f x  K or there exists y K such that f x , y x  0. The set of0
all positive points of f on K is denoted by K .f
DEFINITION 2.2. A point x  K is said to be an inner point of K if for0
every  X* one has
² : ² : 4 , x  r-int  , x : x K ,0
where r-int stands for the relative interior. The set of all inner points of K
is denoted by inn K.
The concept of inner points was introduced by Hadjisavvas and Schaible
 11 . The original definition is as follows: x  K is said to be an inner0
 4point of K if for any  X* 	 0 , the relation
² : ² : , x 
  , x for all x K0
implies
² : ² : , x   , x for all x K .0
It is clear that this definition is equivalent to Definition 2.2 above and
amounts to saying that x is not a properly supported point of K in the0
 sense of 14 .
 As mentioned in 11 the class of convex sets having inner points is quite
large. It includes convex sets having relative algebraic interior points and
separable convex sets. The inner set of a convex set shares many properties
of interior sets. For instance if inn K, then it is convex and the
 .interval x , x  inn K whenever x  inn K and x K. Below we show0 0
that the class of sets and functions having positive points is quite large.
PROPOSITION 2.3. For eery operator f from K to X* we hae inn K K .f
² Ž . : 4Proof. Let x  inn K. For every x K the set f x , y : y K is0
either a point or a segment with at least two distinct points because K is
Ž . convex. The first case implies f x  K . The second case shows that
² Ž . : ² Ž . :there is some y K such that f x , y  f x , x because x  inn K.0 0
We conclude x  K .0 f
Note that, in general, the inclusion of Proposition 2.3 is strict. For
instance, if f is constant on K , then K coincides with K , while inn Kf
 never does if K is closed. Example 2.2 of 11 is suitable for producing a
convex set K and an operator f from K to X* so that K .f
We end this section by observing that the set of positive points K isf
 convex. In fact, let x , x  K and  0, 1 . For every x K , either1 2 f
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Ž .  ² Ž . :f x  K or there exists y , y  K such that f x , y  x  0 and1 2 1 1
² Ž . : Ž .f x , y  x  0. In the second case, taking y  y  1  y  K ,2 2 1 2
Ž . ² Ž . :x   x  1  x , we have f x , y x  0, showing that x  K .0 1 2 0 0 f
3. QUASIMONOTONE OPERATORS
Let K and f be as in the previous section. We say that f is quasimono-
Ž .tone resp. pseudomonotone at x K if for each y K one has the
implication
² : ² :f y , x y  0 f x , x y  0Ž . Ž .
Ž ² Ž . : ² Ž . : .resp. f y , x y  0 f x , x y  0 . If the above is true for
Ž .every x K , we say that f is quasimonotone resp. pseudomonotone on
 K. The interested reader is referred to 5, 17, 18, 25 for more details on
quasimonotone operators. In this section we wish to show that quasimono-
tonicity and pseudomonotonicity coincide under a very mild condition.
We observe first that pseudomonotonicity implies quasimonotonicity,
which is immediate from the definition. The converse is not true in
Ž . 2general. For instance, the function f : R R defined by f x  x is
continuous and quasimonotone, but not pseudomonotone on R. In this
example, f takes the value 0 at x 0. An evident sufficient condition for
the converse implication is that
² :f y , x y  0, for every x , y K , x y. 3.1Ž . Ž .
In particular, if f : R R is quasimonotone and does not take the value 0,
then it is pseudomonotone. To establish another less evident condition, we
 need a result of 11, Lemma 3.2 . Recall that f is said to be hemicontinu-
ous if its restriction to line segments of K is continuous with respect to the
weak* topology of X*.
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that f is hemicontinuous and quasimonotone on K.
² Ž . : ² Ž . :Then for eery x, y K with f y , x y  0 one has either f x , x y
² Ž . : 0 or f y , z y 
 0 for all z K.
Ž .In the sequel, we shall denote by f K the image of K under f , that is,
Ž .  Ž . 4f K  f x : x K .
PROPOSITION 3.2. Assume that f is hemicontinuous and quasimonotone
Ž . on K and that f K  K . Then f is pseudomonotone at eery positie
point.
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² Ž . :Proof. Let x K . Let y be any point of K with f y , x y  0.f
According to Lemma 3.1, we have either
² : ² :f x , x y  0 or f y , z y 
 0 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .
for every z K. To complete the proof we need only show that the latter
Ž . inequality is impossible. In fact, since x is a positive point and f y  K ,
² Ž . :there exists z K such that f y , z x  0. Hence
² : ² : ² :f y , z y  f y , z x  f y , x y  0,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .which shows that the second inequality of 3.2 is impossible. Thus,
² Ž . :f x , x y  0 and the proof is complete.
Ž . We note that condition f K  K  in this proposition is weaker
Ž .than condition 3.1 when the dimension of X is bigger than one. More-
over, the hemicontinuity hypothesis cannot be removed. To see this, let
    2 2K 0, 1  0, 1  R and let us define a function f : K R by
0, 1 if x  x  1, x , x  0, 1Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2f x , x Ž .1 2 ½ 1,1 otherwise.Ž .
  4 Ž . It is not hard to see that K  0 and f K  K . Moreover, f is
Ž . Ž .quasimonotone on K , but not pseudomonotone at x , x  0, 1 with1 2
x  x  1. In this example f is not hemicontinuous on K.1 2
COROLLARY 3.3. Let f and K be as in Proposition 3.2. Then f is
pseudomonotone at eery inner point of K if any exist.
Proof. This follows directly from Proposition 2.3 and Proposition 3.2.
Observe that for K being open, one has inn K K. This case was
 studied in 18 .
DEFINITION 3.4. Let K be a convex set in X and K a subset of K. We0
say that K is segment-dense in K if for each x K there can be found0
 x  K such that x is a cluster point of the set x, x  K .0 0 0 0
It is evident that if inn K, then it is segment-dense in K. Trivially, a
segment-dense subset is dense, but the converse is not always true except
for the case of one dimension. Here is an example of such a set. Let K
2  4denote the unit disc in R . Let x be a sequence on the disc withn
  Ž .x  1, which is a dense subset of the unit circle the border of the disc .n
1  Define K  x , x . We show that K is dense in K. Indeed, let0 n1 n n 0n
Ž . Ž .x K. If x 0, then trivially x lim x n where 1n x  K .n n n 0
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 Now we suppose x 0. Define x  x x . Since the unit circle is un-0
 4 countable, there exists a sequence a on this circle with a : nn n
4  41, 2, . . .  x : n 1, 2, . . .  and lim a  x . For each a , theren n n 0 n
 4  4is a subsequence x  x such that lim x  a . By a diagonaln n k n nk k
 4  4technique we may extract a subsequence x  x converging to x asnŽ j. n 0
j tends to infinity. For j sufficiently large,
1
 x x  x , x  K .nŽ j. nŽ j. nŽ j. 0n jŽ .
   Moreover lim x x  x x  x. Thus, K is dense in K. We provej nŽ j. 0 0
 that K is not segment-dense in K. Indeed let 0, x be any segment in K.0
1   We may assume x  1. If x x for some n, then 0, x  K . Ifn 0n
 4  x x : n 1, 2, . . . , then 0, x  K . Consequently 0 cannot be an 0
 cluster point of 0, x  K . This means that K is not segment-dense in0 0
K.
The next result provides a way to extend quasimonotonicity from a
segment-dense subset K  K to K.0
PROPOSITION 3.5. Assume that K is conex and closed and K is a0
segment-dense subset of K. If f is quasimonotone at eery point of K and0
hemicontinuous on K , then it is quasimonotone on K.
² Ž . :Proof. Let x, y K with f y , x y  0. We can find x  K and0 0
 x  x, x  K , n 1, 2, . . . , such that lim x  x. We may assumen 0 0 n
² Ž . :f y , x  y  0 for all n. Since f is quasimonotone at x , we concluden n
² Ž . :f x , x  y  0. Passing to the limit in the above inequality when nn n
² Ž . :tends to infinity and using the hemicontinuity of f we obtain f x , x y
 0. Thus, f is quasimonotone at x and the proof is complete.
We note that a continuous function on K which is pseudomonotone on
a segment-dense subset of K is not necessarily pseudomonotone on K.
Ž .For instance, the function f : R R defined by f x x pseudomono-
 4tone on int K , where K t R : t 0 , but it is not pseudomonotone
on K.
4. EXISTENCE RESULTS
In this section we are going to prove a general existence result of
Ž .solutions to the problem V f , K and deduce some consequences. We
recall that X is a Hausdorff topological vector space, K is a nonempty
subset of X, and f is a nonlinear operator from K to X*. The two
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following results will be needed in the sequel. The first one is standard and
 can be found in 4, 10, 11, 20 . The second result is Fan’s fixed point
Ž  .theorem see 7, 10 .
LEMMA 4.1. Assume that f is hemicontinuous and K is conex and closed.
² Ž . : ² Ž . :Then x  K and f x , x x  0 for all x K imply f x , x x 0 0 0 0
0 for all x K.
LEMMA 4.2. Assume that K is conex and compact. Let K  K be0
nonempty and G a set-alued map from K to K satisfying the following0
conditions:
Ž . Ž .i G x is closed for each x K ;0
Ž .  4 n Ž .ii for eery x , . . . , x  K one has con x , . . . , x  G x1 n 0 1 n i1 i
 4where con  is the conex hull of the set in the parentheses.
Ž .Then  G x .x K 0
In the sequel we shall say that f is densely pseudomonotone on K if
there exists a segment-dense subset K  K such that f is pseudomono-0
tone at every point of K . Now, we formulate and prove the main result of0
this section which generalizes Hartman and Stampacchia’s famous theo-
rem.
THEOREM 4.3. Assume that the following conditions hold:
Ž .i K is conex compact;
Ž .ii f is hemicontinuous, densely pseudomonotone on K.
Ž .Then the problem V f , K has a solution.
Proof. We define two set-valued maps F and G from K to K by the
rule that for x K ,
² :F x  y K : f y , x y  0 4Ž . Ž .
² :G x  y K : f x , x y  0 . 4Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .It is obvious that F x and G x are nonempty for all x K. We wish to
show that
G x . 4.1Ž . Ž .
xK
To this end we first show that
G x , 4.2Ž . Ž .
xK 0
where K is the subset mentioned in the definition of densely pseu-0
domonotone functions. We want to verify the conditions of Lemma 4.2.
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Ž .Trivially G x is closed for each x K . The second condition will be0
verified if we can show that
Ž . Ž . Ž .a F x G x for every x K ;0
Ž . Ž .b F satisfies condition ii of Lemma 4.2.
Ž .Indeed, a is derived from the pseudomonotonicity of f at every point
Ž .of K ; b is obtained by a standard argument: let x , . . . , x  K and0 1 n 0
n n ² Ž . :xÝ  x ,   0, Ý  1. Then 0Ý f x , x  x . Conse-i1 i i i i1 i i
² Ž . :quently, for some i one must have f x , x  x  0 which shows that0 i0
Ž . n Ž . Ž .x F x  F x . It remains to apply Lemma 4.2 to obtain 4.2 .i i1 i0
In the next step we prove that
G x  G x . 4.3Ž . Ž . Ž . 
xK xK0
In fact, since K  K , the inclusion0
G x  G xŽ . Ž . 
xK xK0
Ž .is obvious. For the converse inclusion, let x* G x . This meansx K 0
that
² :f z , z x*  0 for all z K .Ž . 0
Since K is segment-dense in K and f is hemicontinuous on K the latter0
Ž .relation holds true for every z K. This means that x* G xx K
Ž .and equality 4.3 is established. According to Lemma 4.1, each x*
Ž . Ž . G x is a solution to the problem V f , K and the proof isx K
complete.
 Observe that Cottle and Yao’s result 4, Theorem 2.1 corresponds to a
particular case where X is a Hilbert space, K in Theorem 4.3 coincides0
with K , and f is continuous on finite dimensional subspaces. The merit of
Theorem 4.3 resides not only in this generalization, but also in the next
corollaries which strengthen Hadjisavvas and Schaible’s result 11, Theo-
rem 3.1 . It is to be noted once more that the above mentioned results of
 4, 11 do not recapture each other.
COROLLARY 4.4. Assume that the following conditions hold:
Ž .i K is conex and compact;
Ž .ii f is hemicontinuous and quasimonotone on K ;
Ž .iii K is segment-dense in K.f
Ž .Then the problem V f , K has a solution.
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Ž . Proof. If for some x  K , f x  K , then this x is a solution to0 0 0
Ž . Ž . V f , K . Therefore, we may assume that f K  K . In view of
Proposition 3.2, f is pseudomonotone at every point of K . It remains tof
apply Theorem 4.3 to complete the proof.
Below we derive useful consequences for problems over unbounded sets.
COROLLARY 4.5. Assume that K is a locally compact, conex set in a
normed space and f is hemicontinuous and densely pseudomonotone on K.
Ž .Then each of the following conditions is sufficient for the problem V f , K to
 4  possess a solution: for eery sequence x  K with lim x  ,n n
Ž . ² Ž . :H1 There is n  0 such that f x , x  0;0 n n0 0
Ž .    H2 There are n  0 and y K with y  x such that0 n0
² Ž . :f x , x  y  0;n n0 0
Ž . ² Ž . :H3 There are n  0 and y K such that f y , x  y  0 for all0 n
n n .0
   4Proof. Denote by K  x K : x 
 n for n 1, 2, . . . . Withoutn
loss of generality we may assume that 0 K ; hence these sets are
nonempty compact and convex. By Theorem 4.3, there exist x  K suchn n
that
² :f x , x x  0 for all x K ,Ž .n n n
 for every n 1. If x  n for some n, then x is a local minimum of then n
² Ž . :linear function f x , x x on K. Hence it is also a global minimum,n n
i.e.,
² :f x , x x  0 for all x K ,Ž .n n
Ž .which means that x is a solution to the problem V f , K . It remains ton
  Ž .consider the case x  n for all n 1. Assume condition H1 holds.n
Ž .We show that x is a solution to the problem V f , K . Indeed, for everyn0
Ž x K , there is a positive t 0, 1 such that tx K . Hencen0
² : ² : ² :0
 f x , tx x 
 t f x , x x  1 t f x , x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n n n0 0 0 0 0 0
Ž . ² Ž . :In view of condition H1 , the above inequality implies f x , x x n n0 0
0.
Ž . ² Ž . : ² Ž . :Under condition H2 , we observe that f x , x  f x , y .n n n0 0 0
² Ž . :Hence y is a local minimum of the function f x , x x on Kn n n0 0 0
    ² Ž . : ² Ž . :because y  x  n . Consequently, f x , x  f x , y for alln 0 n n0 0 0
Ž .x K , and x is a solution to the problem V f , K .n0
Ž . ŽFinally, condition H3 and the quasimonotonicity of f according to
.Proposition 3.5 imply
² :f x , x  y  0Ž .n n
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   for n n . Moreover, for n sufficiently large, one has x  y . Thus0 n
Ž .condition H2 holds and the proof is complete.
Denote by K the strictly positive polar cone of K , i.e.,
 ² :  4K   X* :  , x  0 for all x K 	 0 4
and K 0 the positive polar cone of K , i.e.,
0 ² : 4K   X* :  , x  0 for all x K .
It is evident that K K 0 and the algebraic interior al-int K 0 is con-
tained in K. With this, the following corollary is a strengthened version
Ž  .of Karamardian’s result see 11, 17 .
COROLLARY 4.6. Let K and f be as in the preceding corollary. Then the
Ž .problem V f , K has a solution if the following condition holds:
Ž . Ž . H4 There is some y K such that f y  K .
Proof. As before, without loss of generality we may assume that 0 K.
Ž .  Ž .We want to show that the condition f y  K implies condition H3 of
the preceding corollary. In fact, if it is not the case, one can find a
 4    4  4sequence x  K with lim x   and a subsequence x  x suchn n n n
² Ž . :that f y , x  y 
 0, for all n. Since K is locally compact and convex,n
   4 ² Ž . :the set S x K : x  1 is compact. Hence min f y , x 
x S
² Ž .  . ² Ž .  :lim inf f y , x  x 
 lim inf f y , y x  0.n n n n n
The minimum above being attained, we arrive at a contradiction with
Ž .f y  K . The proof is complete.
In the remainder of this section we shall establish existence conditions
for the case of reflexive Banach spaces. The dual space X* of the reflexive
Banach space X is equipped with the weak* topology.
COROLLARY 4.7. Assume that K is a conex closed subset in a reflexie
Banach space X and that f is hemicontinuous, densely pseudomonotone on K.
Ž . Ž .Then each of conditions H1  H3 of Corollary 4.5 is sufficient for the
Ž .problem V f , K to possess a solution.
Proof. Let us equip X with the weak topology. Then f is still hemicon-
tinuous with respect to this topology. Theorem 4.3 is applicable to the sets
K defined in the proof of Corollary 4.5 because they are nonempty weaklyn
compact convex. The other parts of the proof of Corollary 4.5 go through
without change.
 We note that the condition of Theorem 3.1 of 11 implies condition
Ž .  H3 of Corollary 4.5. Hence, Theorem 3.1 of 11 is a particular case of
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 Corollary 4.5. This remark is available for Theorem 3.2 of 11 and the
corollary below.
COROLLARY 4.8. Let K and f be as in the preceding corollary. Then the
Ž .problem V f , K has a solution if the following condition holds:
Ž . Ž . 0H5 There is some y K such that f y  al-int K .
Ž .Proof. We wish to show that condition H3 of Corollary 4.5 holds.
 Following 8 , consider the set
² : ² :S  x K : f y , x 
 f y , y , 4Ž . Ž .0
Ž .where y is a point for which H5 holds. For every  X*, there is t 0
Ž . 0 Ž .such that f y  t K because f y is an algebraic interior point of
0 ² Ž . : ² Ž . : ² :K , hence f y  t , x  0, which implies f y , y t  , x for
every x S . Consequently, S is weakly bounded, hence bounded.0 0
 4  Now, let x  K be any sequence with lim x  . Since S isn n n 0
bounded, for n sufficiently large, one has x  S which means thatn 0
² Ž . : Ž .f y , x  y  0. So condition H3 of Corollary 4.5 is satisfied. Itn
remains to apply Corollary 4.7 to complete the proof.
5. RECESSION DIRECTIONS
Ž .In this section we shall derive existence criteria for the problem V f , K
Žby using recession directions. Let us recall that the recession cone de-
.noted by Rec K of a subset K of a normed space X consists of all limits
lim t x with x  K , t  0 and lim t  0. The interested readern n n n n n n
 is referred to 20, 21 for more details on recession cones and recession
functions.
Let x  K. We define the recession function by0
 ² :f x ;   lim inf t f x , x xŽ . Ž .0 0
tx
xK , t0
for every  Rec K. It can be seen that the epigraph of f coincides with
the recession cone of the epigraph of f in the product space X R.
PROPOSITION 5.1. Assume that X is a normed space and x  K is a0
Ž .solution of the problem V f , K . Then the following properties hold:
Ž . Ž .i f x ;   0 for all  Rec K if f is monotone;0
Ž . Ž . ² Ž :ii f x ;   0 with  Rec K implies f x ,   0 if f is quasi-0 0
monotone;
Ž . ² Ž . :iii f x ;   0 for all  Rec K.0
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Ž .Proof. Since x is a solution of the problem V f , K , we have0
² Ž . : Ž .f x , x x  0 for all x K. Property iii follows easily.0 0
² Ž . :Now suppose that f is monotone. Then one has f x , x x  0, for0
Ž .all x K. This implies f x ;   0 for  Rec K.0
Ž .Finally, if f is quasimonotone and f x ;   0 for some  Rec K ,0
 4then there exists a sequence x  K and t  0 such that t x   andn n n n
² Ž . :t  0 such that t f x , x  x  0. By quasimonotonicity, we obtainn n n n 0
² Ž . :f x , x  x 
 0. The latter inequality is actually equality because x0 n 0 0
Ž . ² Ž . :is a solution of the problem V f , K . Consequently f x ,   0.0
Next we give sufficient conditions for the existence of solutions of the
Ž .problem V f , K using recession directions.
PROPOSITION 5.2. Assume that K is a locally compact conex subset of a
normed space X and f is a densely pseudomonotone hemicontinuous operator
Ž .from K to X*. Then the problem V f , K has a solution if the following
condition holds:
Ž . Ž .H6 There is some x  K such that f x ;   0 for all  Rec K0 0
 4	 0 .
Ž .Proof. We wish to show that condition H2 of Corollary 4.5 is satisfied.
 4  Indeed, let x be any sequence of K with lim x  . By localn n n
  4compactness we may assume that x  x converges to some  Rec Kn n
 4 Ž . ² Ž . :	 0 . It follows from the condition f x ;   0 that f x , x  x  00 n n 0
   for n sufficiently large. For these n, we may assume x  x , hence0 n
the condition mentioned above holds and the proof is complete.
The following result is a strengthening of Corollary 4.6.
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let K and f be as in the preceding proposition. Then the
Ž .problem V f , K has a solution if the following condition holds:
Ž . Ž . Ž .H 7 There is some y K such that f y  Rec K .
Ž .Proof. As in the proof of Corollary 4.6 we show that condition H3 of
 4Corollary 4.5 holds. In fact, if not, one could find a sequence x  Kn
  ² Ž . :with lim x   such that f y , x  y 
 0 for all n 1. Since K isn n
  4locally compact convex, we may assume that x  x converges to somen n
 4 ² Ž . : Rec K 	 0 . We have then f y ,  
 0, which contradicts the condi-
Ž . Ž .tion f y  Rec K .
To deduce further consequences for the case of reflexive Banach spaces
 we need the following definition from 24 : A subset K of a normed space
 4X is said to be recessively compact if for every sequence x  K withn
   4  4lim x  , there exists a subsequence x  x and positive numbersn n n
 4t such that t x converges to a nonzero vector in X. The class ofn n n
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recessively compact sets is quite large. It contains bounded sets, asymptoti-
  Ž .  cally compact sets in the sense of 6 , sets satisfying condition CB of 20 ,
etc. In particular, locally compact convex sets are recessively compact. A
useful characterization for boundedness is that a set is bounded if and only
if it is recessively compact and its recession cone is trivial.
From now on we assume that X is a reflexive Banach space and X* is
equipped with the weak* topology.
COROLLARY 5.4. Assume that K is a nonempty conex closed, recessiely
compact set in X and f is a densely pseudomonotone hemicontinuous operator
Ž . Ž .from K to X*. Then the problem V f , K has a solution if condition H6 of
Proposition 5.2 holds.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Observe that condition H6 implies condition H2 of Corollary
4.5 as shown in the proof of Proposition 5.2. Apply Corollary 4.7 to
complete the proof.
COROLLARY 5.5. Assume that K is a nonempty conex closed set in X and
f is a densely pseudomonotone hemicontinuous operator from K to X*. Then
Ž .the problem V f , K has a solution if the following condition holds:
Ž . Ž . Ž .H8 There is some y K such that f y  Rec K and the set
² : ² :S  x K : f y , x 
 f y , y 4Ž . Ž .0
is recessiely compact.
Proof. We show first that the set S is bounded. In fact, if not, one0
 4  could find a sequence x  S with lim x  . By recessive com-n 0 n n
  4  4pactness we may assume that x  x converges to some  Rec K 	 0 .n n
We have then
² :x f y , yŽ .n² : ² :f y ,   lim f y , 
 lim  0.Ž . Ž .
   x xn nn n
Ž . Ž .This contradicts the fact that f y  Rec K . Now use the argument of
the proof of Corollary 4.8 and apply Corollary 4.7 to complete the proof.
Notice that the recessive compactness hypothesis in the preceding
 corollary can be assured under the following condition of 2 : For all
 4  4sequences t converging to 0 and  converging weakly to  in X withn n
² Ž . :  4f y , t  
 c for some constant c, one must have  converge stronglyn n n
  4to  . This is so because X is reflexive; hence the sequence x  x withn n
 x  S and lim x   admits a weakly convergent subsequence.n 0 n n
Let  be the weak limit of this subsequence. By the above condition,  is
also its strong limit; hence  0 which shows that S is recessively0
compact.
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6. COINCIDENCE THEOREM
We now apply the results of the previous section to derive generalized
versions of the BrowderMinty theorem on the surjectivity of monotone
operators. Throughout this section X is a reflexive Banach space and X*
is equipped with the weak* topology.
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let f and g be two operators from X to X* such that
f g is densely pseudomonotone and hemicontinuous. Assume that at least
 4one of the following conditions holds: for eery sequence x  X withn
 lim x  ,n
Ž . ² Ž . : ² Ž . :i there is n  0 such that f x , x  g x , x ;0 n n n n0 0 0 0
Ž .    ii there are n  0 and y X with y  x such that0 n0
² : ² :f x , x  y  g x , x  y ;Ž . Ž .n n n n0 0 0 0
Ž .iii there are n  0 and y X such that0
² : ² :f y , x  y  g y , x  y for all n n .Ž . Ž .n n 0
Ž . Ž .Then there exists x  X such that f x  g x .0 0 0
Proof. Apply Corollary 4.7 to the operator f g to obtain a point
x  X such that0
² :f x  g x , x x  0 for all x X .Ž . Ž .0 0 0
² Ž . Ž . :The affine function x f x  g x , x x being nonnegative on X,0 0 0
Ž . Ž .we conclude that f x  g x  0. The proof is complete.0 0
Notice that if f is monotone, hemicontinuous, and coercive in the sense
that
² :  lim f x , x  x  ,Ž .
 x 
Ž .then for every  X*, the functions f and g  satisfy condition i of
Ž .the preceding proposition. Hence there is x  X such that f x   . In0 0
the other words, under these conditions f is surjective. This is the classical
version of the BrowderMinty theorem which generalizes a result of Lax
Ž  .and Milgram see 10 .
It should be interesting to note that if f and g are monotone operators
from X to X*, then f g is monotone. This fact, however, is no longer
 true for pseudomonotone operators. In 5, 18, 25 several criteria are
established for pseudomonotonicity of a given operator. An important
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question in the field of variational inequalities is the uniqueness of
Ž .  solutions for the problem V f , K . As noticed in 11 , if f is strictly
pseudomonotone, that is,
² : ² :min f x , y x , f y , x y  0 4Ž . Ž .
Ž .for every x, y K , x y, then the problem V f , K has at most one
solution. Combining this observation with Proposition 6.1 we obtain the
following result.
COROLLARY 6.2. Assume that f is a strictly pseudomonotone, hemicontin-
uous, coercie operator from X to X*. Then f is bijectie.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 6.1 that f is surjective. The injectiv-
ity is deduced from the strict pseudomonotonicity.
7. QUASICONVEX OPTIMIZATION
Let us derive existence criteria for critical solutions of quasiconvex
optimization problems. Let F be a real function on a normed space X and
K a nonempty subset of X. We consider the minimization problem
min F x . PŽ . Ž .
xK
Assuming F is Gateaux-differentiable we say that x  K is a criticalˆ 0
Ž .solution to the problem P if
² :F x , x x  0 for all x K ;Ž .0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .that is, x is a solution to the problem V f , K with f x  F x , x K.0
Ž .It is evident that if x is a local optimal solution of Problem P , then it0
is a critical solution. The converse is also true in several situations.
 We recall 23 that F is said to be
Ž . Ž . Ž i quasiconvex if d x, y,   0 for every x, y X,  0, 1 where
Ž .  Ž . Ž .4 Ž Ž . .d x, y,  max F x , F y  F  x 1  y ;
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii pseudoconvex if whenever F y  F x , there exist  x, y  0
Ž . Ž  Ž . Ž .and  x, y  0, 1 such that d x, y,    x, y for every 
Ž Ž ..0,  x, y .
LEMMA 7.1. Assume that K is a conex closed set in X and F is lower
semicontinuous pseudoconex, Gateaux differentiable with F hemicontinuousˆ
Ž .on K. Then eery critical solution to the problem P is also an optimal
solution.
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 Proof. In view of Theorem 3.4 of 23 , F is semistrictly quasimonotone
Ž . Ž .in the sense that F x  F y implies
² : ² :min F x , y x , F y , x y  0. 7.1 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
Now suppose to the contrary that a critical solution x  K is not optimal.0
Ž . Ž .Let y  K with F y  F x . By the mean value theorem there is0 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . ² Ž . :z  x , y such that F z  F x , and F z , x  z  0. This0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ž . ² Ž . :and 7.1 imply F x , z  x  0 which contradicts the fact that x is0 0 0 0
a critical solution.
PROPOSITION 7.2. Assume that K is a locally compact conex subset in X
with inn K and F is a lower semicontinuous quasiconex, Gateauxˆ
differentiable function with F hemicontinuous on K. Then each of conditions
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H1  H4 , H6 , H7 Corollaries 4.5, 4.6, and Propositions 5.2, 5.3 with
Ž .F replacing f , is sufficient for the problem P to hae a critical solution. In
Ž .particular, if additionally F is pseudoconex, then the problem P has an
optimal solution without supposing inn K.
 Proof. In view of Theorem 5.2 of 22 , F is quasimonotone. The
conclusion is immediate from the corollaries and propositions mentioned
above.
In the case where X is a reflexive Banach space Corollaries 4.7, 4.8, 5.4,
and 5.5 can also be applied to F to deduce existence conditions of critical
solutions. We leave this to the interested reader. It would be worthwhile
noticing that under each of conditions of these corollaries, even when K is
Ž .bounded, the problem P need not possess optimal solutions because the
function f is merely lower semicontinuous in the norm topology.
Ž  We end this section with a remark that is well known see 12, 19 . If K
Ž .is a convex cone, then the problem V f , K is equivalent to finding x  K0
Ž . 0 ² Ž . :such that f x  K and f x , x  0. This is the complementarity0 0 0
problem. It follows that variational inequality problems include comple-
mentarity problems as a special case. Consequently, the results obtained in
this paper can be applied to establish existence results for complementar-
ity problems as well.
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